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Taste

Eating in Guangzhou
The China Club

Featuring only the freshest and highest quality ingredients, this elegant restaurant is perfect for celebrations, business dinners and family dining. Eat in the bustling main dining hall or enjoy the intimate atmosphere of our specially designed Private Dining Rooms.

Tel: 020-66678085

**Open Hours** : Lunch 11:30 am - 2:30 pm
Dinner 17:30pm – 22:30
Weekend Yumcha 8 : 30 am -11:30 am

**Add** : Hilton Guangzhou Baiyun 1st Floor
Tao Tao Ju

Founded in 1880, Taotaoju Restaurant has a long history of 121 years. It is well-known as "the King of Moon Cakes".

Tel: 020-81389632 / 8139611

Open Hours: 06:45-23:00

Add: 20th Di Shi Fu Lu Road, Liwan District

Transport: 20min drive, RMB30 by Taxi
Daoxiang Restaurant is a classic Cantonese restaurant with outstanding culinary team and traditional cuisines featuring distinctive Lingnan flavor.

**Tel:** 020-31028200

**Open Hours:** 07:00-23:00

**Add:** No. 401, Fubon, 4/f, 51st, Zhong Shan Qi Road

**Transport:** 14min drive, RMB23 by Taxi
Wu Zhan Ji

Wu Zhan Ji is a traditional and local food shop. It serves many local made cakes, porridge, noodles and so on. You can try the most local Cantonese light food here.

**Tel:** 020-81881194

**Open Hours:** 06:00-01:00

**Add:** No.342 Longjin Middle Rd, Liwan District

**Transport:** 15min drive, RMB25 by Taxi
Flavor

Don't 'Just Eat' but 'Eat The Best'
Clouds

A serene, contemporary and tranquil lobby lounge, Clouds is the perfect place to relax with friends, and sample one of the three featured varieties of specialty tea leaves most popular among local Guangzhou residents.

Tel: 020-66600666-6227

Open Hours: 09:00-19:00

Add: Hilton Guangzhou Baiyun 1st Floor
Panxi Restaurant

Carrying forward traditional Chinese cuisine culture, Panxi Restaurant offers featured banquet services in combination with the major styles of Northern and Southern Chinese cuisine.

Tel: 020-81834305

Open Hours: 08:00-19:30

Add: No.151 Longjin Road West, Liwan District

Transport: 20min drive, RMB29 by Taxi
Baihua Dessert

Tong sui literally translated as "sugar water", also known as tim tong, is a collective term for any sweet, warm soup or custard served as a dessert at the end of a meal in Cantonese cuisine.

Tel: 020-83846324

Open Hours: 09:00-22:00

Add: No.210 Wenming Road, Yuexiu District

Transport: 16min drive, RMB24 By Taxi
Changlai Restaurant

Located in the Shangxiajiu Commercial District, as one of four traditional Cantonese restaurants in Guangzhou.

Tel: 020-83843333

Open Hours: 11:00-22:30

Add: No.17, Lingyuan West Road, Yuexiu District

Transport: 16min Drive, RMB27 By Taxi
Wuu's Hong Kong Cuisine

This eatery has a vintage feel from the 60s, featuring family-style Hongkong cuisine. Don't forget to order the tasty milk tea while you are there, and be aware that you might have to queue up for a seat as it is very popular.

Tel: 020-87570062
Open Hours: 10:30-03:00
Add: B1, 75th Tianhe East Road, Tianhe District
Transport: 18min Drive, RMB31 By Taxi
Yongyashan Room

The restaurant nicely located in a quiet environment inside Yuxiu Park. All the rooms done in classic style and the patios outside is fabulous.

Tel: 020-86666626

Open Hours: 09:00-03:00

Add: Inner Ring Rd Exit, Yuexiu District

Transport: 13min Drive, RMB20 By Taxi
Guangzhou Restaurant

One of the most famous Cantonese Restaurants in Guangzhou. This restaurant offers typical Guangzhou foods. Locals will tell you to try the Jiaji Duck, Wenchang Chicken and Fried Duck Palm.

Tel : 020-81380388

Open Hours : 07:00-22:00

Add : 2 Wenchang Nanlu, Liwan District, Guangzhou

Transport : 19min Drive, RMB32 By Taxi
Bingsheng Restaurant

It is one of the local's favorite Cantonese restaurants. Its food is well-acclaimed for reasonable price. Its wide range of Toufu (bean curd) is tender and silky, plus strong-flavored Roasted Pork and more must-tries.

Tel : 020-87518683, 020-87518682
Open Hours : 19:00-04:00
Add : 168, Tianhe Rd. East, Tianhe District
Transport : 20min drive, RMB33 by Taxi
Custom

Traditions and creative of Guangzhou
Ronghua Restaurant

Its famous dishes have good reputation at home and abroad, among with traditional Cantonese Style drama show everyday.

Tel : 020-81847255

Open Hours : 06:00-22:00

Add : 712, Longjin Rd.

Transport : 16min drive, RMB25 by Taxi
Beijing Road

Located in the traditional central axis of Guangzhou, Beijing Road Commercial District is the birthplaces of Guangzhou and has a strong commercial and cultural heritage.

Transport: 16min drive, RMB25 by Taxi
Redtory

Redtory is a loft transformed from the disused production workshop of Guangzhou Cannery. It is a Central Art District in Guangzhou’s CBD.

Add: No.128 Red-brick Village, Yuancun Siheng Road, Tianhe district

Transport: 24min drive, RMB49 by Taxi
Zhujiang Party Pier Beer Culture & Art Zone

A platform for modern beer culture as well as a high-end dining and recreational venue.

**Tel**: (020)84060333

**Open Hours**: All day

**Add**: No.118, Modiesha St, Xingangdong Rd, Haizhu District

**Transport**: 25min drive, RMB45 by Taxi
Walking

Relax in the dynamic city
Yuanjing Road Korean Street

Yuanjing Road is full of Korean style restaurants and shops. Simply enjoy the most iconic Korean dishes.

Transport: 10min drive, RMB20 by Taxi
Taigucang Wharf

Taiguchang Wharf is an integrated urban hall with cultural, creative, exhibition, tourism and recreational facilities.

Tel: 020-84208188

Add: No.124 Gexin Road, Haizhu District

Transport: 25min drive, RMB50 by Taxi
Taojin Road and Jiansheliu Road

Recommend : **Mini Café**
Great place to sit down and enjoy a cup coffee with friends or family.

**Open Hours** : Mon-Fri 14:00-24:00
Weekend 12:00-24:00

**Add**: No.117 Huale Rd, Yuexiu district

**Transport**: 15min drive, RMB24 by Taxi
Taojin Road and Jiansheliu Road

Recommend: **The Happy Monk**
Awarded Best Bar by City Weekend in 2014 and 2015, it serves great food (try the nachos) and has a wide selection of drinks available.

**Tel:** 020-83765597

**Open Hours:** 11:30-02:00

**Add:** Units 107-110, Ground Floor, Peace World Apartments, 29 Jianshe 5 Road

**Transport:** 14min drive, RMB23 by Taxi
Flavors

More than just Cantonese delights
Senses

Featuring both buffet and a la carte options, offering a selection of Asian and international cuisines from wok fried dishes, sushi, steaks and fresh salads to tempting desserts, this all-day dining venue offers a unique and relaxed dining experience.

Tel: 020-66678076

Open Hours: Breakfast 6:30 - 10:30
Weekend Breakfast 6:30 - 11:00
Lunch 12:00-14:30
Dinner 18:00 - 22:00

Add: Hilton Guangzhou Biayun 1st Floor
Lu Ding Ji Hot Pot

The third location of a really popular Chinese Hot Pot place in Guangzhou for those spicy-food lovers. Fish with pickled cabbages is one of the specialties here. If you love Sichuan flavor, come and have a try.

Tel : 020-87513381

Open Hours : 19:00-21:00

Add : 80th, B1 floor Chaoliu Building, Tiyudong Rd, Tianhe District

Transport : 25min drive, RMB35 by Taxi
Himalaya Restaurant

The combination of food, music, and ambience combine will make Himalaya become your favorite "go-to" spots in Guangzhou. Casserole dishes and roasted lamb, chicken and yak are the staples, a bit on the greasy side but wonderfully seasoned and presented.

Tel : 020-83492470

Open Hours : 11:00-02:00

Add : No.6 Heping Road, Huaqiaoxincun, Huanshi East Road, Yuexiu District

Transport : 16min drive, RMB26 by Taxi
Tai Di Dao

They offer good Thai food that arranged for Chinese a little bit.

Tel: 020-3668 9122
Add: Wanda Plaza
Open Hours: 11:00-22:00
Transport: 10min by walk
Views

Discover the beauty of Pear River
Canton Tower

Canton Tower is the tallest tower in China and the fourth tallest tower in the world. It offers the panoramic view of Guangzhou from its top.

Tel : 020-89338101

Open Hours : 09:00-23:00

Add : No.222 Yuejiang Road West, Haizhu District

Transport : 24min drive, RMB42 by Taxi
Pearl River Tour

Taking a Pearl River Night Cruise is the best way to appreciate the night scenery of Guangzhou. With sparkling lights on both banks of the river, Pearl River Night Cruise creates a fantastic atmosphere.

TEL : 020-83332222

Open Hours : 18:40-22:30

Add : Tianzi Wharf, Beijing Road South, Yuexiu District

Transport : 17min drive, RMB27 by Taxi
Baiyun Mountain Scenic Area

Baiyun Mountain will make you feel as if you were in the wonderland,
“People travel in the painting, clouds float on the trees, water dance in the sky”.

**Open Hours**: All day

**Add**: Baiyun Mountain Road South, Guangzhou Road Central

**Transport**: 10min drive, RMB15 by Taxi
Fun

Bring the nights on
Rocks Bar

Located directly across from the hotel lobby, this relaxed bar with plush, comfortable seating is the perfect place to socialize with friends or business associates after work and enjoy a specialty malt and a cigar.

Open hours: 18:00-1:00

Add: Hilton Guangzhou Baiyun 1st Floor
Xingsheng Road

XingSheng Road is now another well-known Bar street in Guangzhou which attracts lots of foreign tourists and residents to spend their happy hours.

Transport: 25min drive, RMB35 by Taxi
The Paddy Field

Salsa Night at every Thursday weekly, this is the bar offers really good music and wines as well as passionate service.

Tel : 020-8360 1379

Open Hours : Mon-Fri 11:30-14:30
Weekend 11:30-02:30

Add : 2nd Floor, No.34 Guangyi Building, Lehua Road, Yuexiu District

Transport : 15min drive, RMB24 by Taxi
True Color

Right on the Pearl River bound with 180 degrees breathtaking river view. Rated as one of the most popular club in Guangzhou.

Tel: 020-83735858

Open Hours: 20:30-04:00

Add: No.276, Yanjiang Middle Road, Yuexiu District

Transport: 18min drive, RMB28 by Taxi
Have you ever thought about having dinner or lay back and have a drinks with friend in bed? Moment Bar will make yours’ dreams come true.

Tel : 020-8957 0311

Open Hours : 11:30-02:00

Add : No.28, Zhujiang Xinan Hotel, Binjiang East Road, Haizhu District.

Transport : 21min drive , RMB39 by Taxi
Elegant

Mixture of urban culture and local history
Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall

It is one of landmarks as well as an important place for gatherings and shows in Guangzhou.

Tickets: RMB 10/person

Open Hours: 08:00-18:00

Add: No.259 Dongfeng Road Central, Yuexiu District

Transport: 12min drive, RMB19 by Taxi
Chigang Pagoda

Chigang Pagoda is towering and magnificent. Together with Pazhou Pagoda, it is said that the two pagodas were built at the mouth of the Pearl River to bring good luck to Guangzhou.

**Add**: Haizhu District, Guangzhou, China

**Transport**: 20min drive, RMB28 by Taxi
Shamian Architectural Complex

It is the only artificial island at the concession in China to witness the semi feudal and semi colonial old China and anti-imperialist struggles of Guangzhou people as well as an important gateway to introduce modern Western architectural culture into China.

Add : White Swan Lake shore, Zhujiang Fork

Transport : 18min drive, RMB34 by Taxi